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Introduction

Neuronal control of bone physiology is an area of recent
attention and research focus. Bone tissue is innervated by
sympathetic and sensory neurons. Several neuropeptides
have been demonstrated in bone, many with corresponding
receptors or transporters in osteoblasts, osteocytes and
osteoclasts. Specifically, leptin, and neuropeptide Y regulate
bone through central mechanisms1-4. Other neurotransmit-
ters and transporters (e.g., dopamine) have been demon-
strated in bone cells, and associated with changes in bone
metabolism5, but clinical effects have not been investigated.
The discovery of functional serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine;
5-HT) transporters (5-HTT) in bone has given rise to ques-

tions about the physiologic role of 5-HT in bone6, and the
subsequent clinical implications for humans. These ques-
tions have been potentiated by preclinical in vitro and ani-
mal-based studies demonstrating the presence of functional
pathways for responding to 5-HT in bone and the skeletal
effects of pharmaceutical agents that selectively inhibit the
5-HTT-agents collectively known as selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). The findings of these preclini-
cal studies are discussed in an accompanying paper in this
issue7.

5-HT is unique among the neurotransmitters that have
potential impact in bone because it is tightly linked to anoth-
er disease state: depression. 5-HT appears to play an impor-
tant role in depression and 5-HTT is implicated in the patho-
physiology of this disease8. Indeed, 5-HTT antagonists are
the mainstay of antidepressant therapy. Many antidepres-
sant medications block the 5-HTT as part of what is thought
to be their mechanism of action and mode of treatment
effectiveness9. SSRIs are a class of antidepressant medica-
tions that inhibit the 5-HTT as their primary effect (Figure
1). Although other classes of antidepressants also block the
5-HTT to lesser degrees, SSRIs are the most potent and spe-
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cific inhibitors of the transporter. SSRIs are widely used and
are considered the first line therapy for depression because
they have a more favorable side effect profile, and are safer
in terms of overdose and drug-drug interactions than other
classes of antidepressants10.

Because SSRIs selectively and potently inhibit the 5-HTT,
they provide a model for studying 5-HTT blockade in
humans. The widespread use of SSRIs creates an epidemio-
logical platform for studying the effect of 5-HT in bone, but
also makes understanding the role of the 5-HTT in bone an
urgent clinical question. Depression is a clinical disease state
that is associated with alterations in the 5-HT/5-HTT system,
among changes in other neuroendocrine and related sys-
tems11-13. SSRIs are typically prescribed for depressive symp-
toms. Therefore, any discussion of a possible effect of SSRIs
on bone must also address the possible effect of depression
on bone. To identify the literature that has explored the role
of the 5-HTT in bone, we searched Medline - using the terms
depression, antidepressant, osteoporosis and fracture. This
paper reviews the epidemiologic literature that may help
explain the role of the 5-HTT in bone health, by looking at
questions about how depression, antidepressant therapy,
and SSRIs impact bone health in humans.

Depression

While there have been reports of low BMD among
depressed patients and several theories exist about mecha-
nisms that might link low BMD and osteoporosis to depres-
sion, the expression of the 5-HTT in bone and the impor-
tance of the 5-HTT in treatment of depression makes under-

standing this relationship an urgent clinical question. Several
studies have explored the possibility of a relationship
between depression and osteoporosis, with varied results.
Table 1 lists studies that used population-based recruitment
strategies to evaluate depression and bone outcomes (BMD
and fracture)14-18,19,20-27.

Depression and bone density

Initial reports of an association between depression and
lower bone mineral density (BMD) were case reports and
case-control studies. Some of these28-35 but not all36,37,
demonstrated lower BMD among depressed patients. In
most of these studies, participants were recruited from psy-
chiatric clinics or wards and compared with non-depressed
controls, such as hospital or clinic staff. Some studies evalu-
ated psychiatric medication use among the patients28-30.
Overall, the case-control study design can be less applicable
to a general population because of bias in the selection of
cases and controls. However, a number of these studies
deserve mention. One well-designed case-control study used
similar recruitment methods for both the cases and the con-
trols, and demonstrated that depressed patients had 6.5%
lower BMD at the spine and 13.6% lower BMD at the
femoral neck compared with non-depressed controls (24 in
each group)30. Another prospective study initially recruited
patients in a case-control fashion, and then followed them
for 2 years. Depressed men and women had lower BMD
than controls initially29, and their bone loss per year during
the time course of the study was greater after adjustment for
age, gender and baseline BMD38.

Figure 1. In the nervous system, 5-HTT is present in the pre-synaptic neuron. When 5-HT is released into the synaptic cleft, it can be taken
up by receptors on the post-synaptic neuron or can undergo reuptake by the transporter into the pre-synaptic neuron. Blockade of the sero-
tonin transporter increases serotonin concentrations within the synapse in the interneuronal (synaptic) space. [Reproduced from Future
Rheumatology (2007);2(2):213-22 with permission of Future Medicine Ltd].
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Author, Study design, Depressive BMD Fracture Medication Comments
year population symptom assessment 

assessment conducted?

Coelho, Cross-sectional BDI and Hopkins Depression was associated NR NR
199939 analysis of SCL-90 R, with BMD after adjustment

102 Portuguese Psychological for confounders. Compared
white women GWB index. to women with normal BMD,

(ages 40-80 yrs). those with osteoporosis
(n=48) had higher mean

depressive symptoms scores
on BDI and higher
odds of depression

(OR=2.9, 95% CI 1.0-7.6).

Forsen, Longitudinal study Composite measure NR Women with mental Yes. Daily
199921 of 18,612 Norwegian of mental distress distress scores in the medication use

women age ≥50 yrs based on 7 items highest 10% had was associated
followed 3 yrs. that were part of increased risk of hip with increased

a county-wide fracture compared to risk for fracture.
health screening. those with scores in Age-adjusted

the lowest 10%, RR=2.11
after adjustment for (95% CI 1.55-2.86),

confounders (RR=1.95, multiple-adjusted
95% CI 1.15-3.29). RR=1.48

(95% CI 0.99-2.21).

Reginster, Cross-sectional GHQ-28 No association NR No.
199923 analysis of 121 between depressive

postmenopausal symptoms and BMD
women recruited at spine, total hip and
from a health fair. femoral neck.

Whooley, Longitudinal 15-item GDS, No difference in Women with Yes. No SSRI Women with
199915 analysis of 7,414 (depression defined mean BMD at the depression had a users. Adjustment depression were

women age as a score ≥6). hip and lumbar 40% increased rate for TCA use did more likely to fall
≥65 yrs followed spine for those with of non-vertebral fracture not influence than women

for an average and without depression. (adjusted HR 1.4, the association without (70%
of 3.8 yrs (SOF). 95% CI 1.2-1.7). between depression of depressed,

and fracture. vs. 59% of non-
depressed).

This appears
to explain part

but not all
of the relationship

between depression
and fracture.

Robbins, Cross-sectional CES-Dm Depression was associated NR Yes, 3% used
200116 analysis of 1,566 (10 item scale) with lower BMD overall, antidepressants.

men and women adjusted for covariates.
age ≥65 yrs (CHS). After stratification by race

and gender, the association
remained significant only

for white women (For each 1
unit increase in CES-Dm score,

total hip BMD decreased
by 0.3 mg/cm2).

Ensrud, Longitudinal 15-item GDS NR Presence of depressive Yes, 6% of
200322 analysis of (depression symptoms appeared to population reported

8,127 women age defined as increase risk for fracture antidepressant use.
≥65 yrs, followed a score ≥6). in models adjusted for
for an average of age, antidepressant use

4.8 yrs (SOF). and depressive symptoms.
However, no significant

effect remained for either
hip or non-spine fracture

after adjustment for
other confounders.

Table 1. Population-based analyses of depression, BMD and fracture.
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Author, Study design, Depressive BMD Fracture Medication Comments
year population symptom assessment 

assessment conducted?

Mussolino, Cross-sectional DIS (15) structured MDE was associated NR No. Dysthymia also
200417 analysis of 2,528 psychiatric with lower BMD among men. associated with

men and 2,643 interview For 1 SD reduction in BMD, low BMD among
women ages by trained lay OR=1.65 men but not 

20-39 interviewers (95% CI 1.08-2.52) women. Evidence of
(NHANES III). according to after adjustment for a threshold effect:

DSM-III and confounders. No association 3% lower BMD 
DSM-III-R. between MDE and for men with 5-9

BMD among women. depressive symptoms
vs. those with
0-4 symptoms.

Whooley, Cross-sectional 15-item GDS No difference in BMD for NR Antidepressant Prevalence of
200414 analysis of 515 men (depression defined men with 5 or fewer symptoms use NR. depressive

age ≥50 yrs from as a score ≥6). compared to men who had symptoms
a Pittsburgh voter 6 or more depressive symptoms by GDS ≥6

registration list and controlling for confounders. was 3.1%.
from a cohort No difference in mean 
from MrFIT; percentage change  in BMD 
100 randomly per yr at hip and lumbar spine.
selected men 

were followed for 
3.6 yrs on average

Wong, Cross-sectional Chinese version Depressed group had 2.1% NR 0.5% of
200518 analysis of of the GDS lower BMD than controls after population reported

1,999 men age (depression defined adjusting for confounders. antidepressant use.
≥65 yrs (MrOS as a score ≥8). No significant

Hong Kong). difference in BMD
for antidepressant
users vs. non-users.

Jacka, Cross-sectional Self-report Adjusted BMD at the total NR No. 14 women met
200520 analysis of 78 questionnaire based hip was 7.8% lower for women criteria for

women age on DSM-IV criteria. with self-reported depression depression
45-60 yrs compared to non-depressed according to
(Geelong women, adjusting for age, the self-report

Osteoporosis weight and height. questionnaire.
Study).

Mussolino, Longitudinal GWB-D NR Association between No. 95% of cohort
200525 analysis of 6,195 depression and hip completed the

men and women fracture was significant study.
from ages 25-74 at in unadjusted, but
baseline, followed not the final adjusted

for up to 22 yrs model (HR 1.70, 95%
(NHANES I). CI=0.99-2.91).

Sogaard, Longitudinal Self-reported mental No association between Women reporting Participants were Mental distress
200524 analysis of 12,278 distress measured depressive symptoms and depression at two time asked about assessed at 3 time

men and women by questionnaire: BMD at the distal radius points had increased odds their use of points. BMD
age ≥20 yrs feeling depressed, for either men or women. of non-vertebral medications for assessed at the

at enrollment bothered with fracture (OR 2.5, nerves and final visit.
(Tromso Study); insomnia, and 95% CI 1.3-4.9; and OR sleeping.
7,948 had BMD difficulty coping 3.8, 95% CI 1.6-8.9). 
measurements. with problems. No association 

between symptom report
and fracture for men.

Tolea, Cross-sectional CES-D score ≥16 NR Women with high 7.8% reported 31% reported high 
200726 analysis of 1,350 at baseline depressive symptoms use of level of depression; 

Hispanic women, categorized as had increased odds antidepressants. 18% reported a new 
mean age 65 yrs high level of of self-reported new No association diagnosis of depression.

(Hispanic EPESE). depressive fracture (OR 1.43, between Depressed women had 
symptoms. 95% CI 1.03-1.99). antidepressant use increased odds of self-

and report of reported new diagnosis 
new fracture. of osteoporosis (OR 1.42, 

95% CI=1.05-1.92).

Table 1, cont.
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Compared to case-control studies, studies that recruit a
larger population-based cohort and use cross-sectional, nest-
ed case-control, or longitudinal analytic methods may be
more widely applicable. However, even among population-
based studies that evaluated depression and BMD, results
have been mixed. Some studies of women have demonstrat-
ed a relationship between depressive symptoms and lower
BMD19,20,27,33,39 while others have not15,23,40. The literature for

men is likewise conflicting14,18.
Two studies have used cohorts that included both men

and women. Among 1,552 Medicare enrollees in the
Cardiovascular Health Study, those with depression had an
average BMD that was 40 mg/cm2 lower than those without
depressive symptoms. After stratification by race and gen-
der, this association held for white women only, not for men
or African American women16. Men recruited for the

Author, Study design, Depressive BMD Fracture Medication Comments
year population symptom assessment 

assessment conducted?

Diem, Longitudinal 15-item GDS Those with depressive NR 4.8% of the Results not
200727 analysis of (depression defined symptoms had greater included participants altered by 

4,177 women as a score ≥6). age-adjusted rates of bone reported exclusion of
age ≥69 yrs loss at the hip compared antidepressant use those on

followed for an to those without (0.96%/yr (0.7% on SSRIs; antidepressants.
average of 4.4 vs. 0.69%/yr, p<0.01). 3.7% on TCAs;
years (SOF). Similar results in 0.5% other).

multivariate model.

Eskandari, Nested case- DSM-IV Structured Overall prevalence of NR 73 women with MDD group had
200733 control analysis Clinical Interview low BMD among women MDD were taking higher levels of

of 89 pre- for MDD, GAF for with MDD was 28% vs. an antidepressant; bone-specific
menopausal level of functioning, 11% for controls. Specifically, 54 (61%) on SSRIs. alkaline
women with Hamilton Depression BMD was lower at the Use of SSRI did not phosphatase

MDD and 44 and Anxiety Scales femoral neck and total contribute to low than non-
non-depressed for severity. hip for controls. BMD at the hip, depressed
age- and BMI- spine or radius controls. No

matched controls after adjustment differences in
(POWER Study, for BMI. urinary-free

age 21-45 yrs). cortisol, serum
osteocalcin,

N-telopeptide.

Silverman, Cross-sectional 15-item GDS Lumbar spine BMD was Prevalence of probable MORE is
200719 analysis 3,798 (probable depression associated with higher depression was higher for an RCT of

women mean defined as a score ≥6). number of depressive women with vertebral raloxifene.
age 66.7 yrs symptoms. fracture compared to
(MORE). those without (6.6% vs.

4.1%, p=0.008 in
adjusted analyses).

Spangler, Longitudinal Burnam’s scale No association between Depressive symptoms Antidepressant
200840 analysis of 3-year change in BMD at associated with risk of use evaluated

93,676 women the hip or spine and any fracture (HR 1.08, separately and
ages 50-79 yrs depressive symptoms. 95%CI 1.02-1.14) but not analyses of
followed 3 yrs with hip, spine or depression
for change in wrist fracture. conducted with

BMD and average and without
of 7.4 yrs for those women

fracture (WHI). using
antidepressants
(see Table 2).

Abbreviations: AA=African American; BDI=Beck Depression Inventory; BMD=bone mineral density; BMI=body mass index; CES-Dm=Center for Epidemiologic Studies
10-item Depression scale; CHS=Cardiovascular Health Study; CI=confidence interval; DIS=Diagnostic Interview Schedule; DSM=Diagnostic & Statistical Manual (III=3rd
edition; III-R=3rd edition, Revised; IV=4th edition); GAD=Generalized Anxiety Disorder; GAF= Global Assessment of Functioning; GDS=Geriatric Depression Scale;
GHQ-28=General Health Questionnaire (28-item); GWB index= General Well-being index (GWB-D=General Well-being-Depression subscale); HR=hazard ratio;
Hispanic EPESE= Hispanic Established Populations for Epidemiologic Studies of the Elderly; Hopkins SCL-90=Hopkins Symptom Checklist (90-item); MDD=Major
Depressive Disorder; MDE=Major Depressive Episode; MrFIT=Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial; MrOS=Osteoporotic Fractures in Men; MrOS Hong
Kong=Osteoporotic Fractures in Men, Hong Kong; MORE=Multiple Outcomes of Raloxifene Evaluation; NHANES=National Health Examination and Nutrition Study
(NHANES I and III); NR=not reported; OR=odds ratio; POWER=Premenopausal, Osteoporosis Women, Alendronate, Depression Study; SOF=Study of Osteoporotic
Fractures; SSRI=selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor; TCA=tricyclic antidepressants; WHI=Women's Health Initiative Observational Study; yrs=years.

Table 1, cont.
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National Health and Nutrition Examination III (NHANES
III) who had dysthymia or depression had lower BMD com-
pared to controls, but women did not17.

Recently, Eskandari et al. compared BMD for 89
depressed and 44 non-depressed young women, all of whom
were recruited from within a population-based cohort study -
the Premenopausal, Osteoporosis Women, Alendronate,
Depression (POWER) Study33. All of these women had struc-
tured interviews to diagnose major depressive disorder. After
adjusting for BMI, BMD was lower at the spine and femoral
neck for those with depression, but not at the total hip33.

Two studies have prospectively evaluated depressive
symptoms and bone loss, and have yielded conflicting
results. Among women from the Study of Osteoporotic
Fractures (SOF), those with depressive symptoms (meas-
ured by a GDS score ≥6) had greater rates of bone loss com-
pared to those without after adjustment for confounders27.
Another recent study used data from 93,676 women ages 50-
79 enrolled in Women’s Health Initiative Observational
Study (WHI); depressive symptoms were not associated with
3-year change in BMD. These results were unchanged after
adjustment for confounders and exclusion of those women
taking antidepressants40.

Thus, an association between depression and BMD has
been documented, but is inconsistent. The reasons for dis-
crepant results may include population differences, differ-
ences in assessment of depressive symptoms, the lack of a
true diagnostic assessment for depression, the effect of med-
ications, or other non-measured confounders.

Depression and fracture

Depression has also been associated with fracture (Table 1).
Whooley et al. demonstrated that women with depression
were more likely to fall (70% vs. 59%, p<0.001) and more
likely to sustain non-vertebral (28% vs. 21%, p<0.001) and
vertebral (11% vs. 5%, p<0.001) fractures than women with-
out depression. The greater frequency of falls among women
with depression appeared to explain part, but not all of the
relationship between depression and fracture in this group.
Adjustment for potential confounding variables including
medications and BMD did not alter the relationship between
depression and falls15.

In contrast, other studies have not shown an association
between depression and fracture22,25. For women in the WHI
Observational Study, depressive symptoms were not associ-
ated with any increase in risk of hip, wrist, or self-reported
spine fracture. There was a minimal increase in the risk of
any fractures, which included other sites40.

Depression and bone biomarkers

Studies have demonstrated elevated biomarkers among
depressed patients34,41,42. Among population-based cohort
studies, Eskandari demonstrated higher levels of bone-spe-

cific alkaline phosphatase, intact parathyroid hormone, pro-
inflammatory cytokines (IL-1‚, IL-2, IL-6, TNF-·), and
lower levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-13 but no
difference in levels of IL-1033. A case-control study that com-
pared hospitalized depressed premenopausal young women
to healthy volunteers also demonstrated higher bone alka-
line phosphatase and urine n-terminal telopeptide normal-
ized to creatinine among the depressed women, but no dif-
ference between the two groups in cortisol, parathyroid hor-
mone or estradiol35.

Thus, depression has been associated with low BMD and
fracture, but studies are conflicting. In some cases, elevations
in biomarkers among depressed patients suggest increased
bone turnover. There are several possible mechanisms, by
which depression could be related to bone health, and the
direction of a possible association is not clear. Depression
could lead to declines in bone health because of direct effects
on physiology: increased cortisol levels34,42-45, cytokines34, or
changes in behavior such as reduced sunlight exposure
(resulting in reduced vitamin D) and exercise46, 47. Depression
itself may be associated with falls48. Depression is shown to
occur after hip fracture49,50. Mechanisms for this effect may be
cognitive or physiologic. A diagnosis of osteoporosis or hip
fracture could also lead to depression based on having a new
diagnosis of a chronic disease, immobility and reduced activ-
ity as a result of a fracture, or through other behaviors and
medical conditions that are common to both osteoporosis
and depression such as hypogonadism, smoking, and alcohol
abuse47. One proposal is that specific 5-HTT genotype varia-
tions increase the risk for post-hip fracture depression51.

Antidepressant medications

The question of whether antidepressant medications are
associated with low BMD and fractures has also been inves-
tigated (Table 2)22,40,52-59. CNS active medications such as
antidepressants, opioids, antipsychotics, anticonvulsants,
and benzodiazepines increase the risk of falls and fractures
in the elderly22,60,61. Separating the potential for these med-
ications to increase fractures as a result of an increase in the
risk of falls is a challenge. Recent studies have tried to dis-
tinguish the effect of SSRIs on fractures.

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and bone density

Several recent studies have examined various aspects of
bone health among SSRI users. An analysis aimed at under-
standing determinants of bone density among men identified
SSRIs as one of several factors contributing to BMD using
data from the Osteoporotic Fractures in Men (MrOS)
study62. MrOS is a multicenter prospective cohort study of
5,995 men from six U.S. clinical sites. A separate analysis
focused on understanding the relationship between SSRI
use and BMD in that cohort, determined that SSRI use was
associated with a 3.9% lower BMD at the hip and 5.9%
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Study, year Study design, n, population n(%) on medication BMD Fracture Comments

Ray, 198752 Case-control study using Michigan SSRIs: none NR TCAs associated with 
Medicaid data 1980-1982; 1,021 TCAs: 3.5% of cases, increased odds of fracture 
cases of hip fracture and 5,606 NR for controls. (OR 1.9, 95% CI 1.3-2.8).

randomly selected controls 
without hip fracture 

(age ≥65 yrs).

Liu, 199853 Case-control analysis, using SSRIs: 6.6% of cases and NR Increased odds of hip fracture OR for hip 
administrative data from 8,239 cases 2.8% of controls. TCAs: 11.6% for current antidepressant users fracture for SSRIs 
(age ≥60 yrs, hospitalized between of cases (2.6% to secondary- after adjustment for confounders. >secondary-amine 

April 1994 and March 1995 for amine TCAs and 9% to SSRIs: (OR=2.4, 95% CI 2.0-2.7), TCAs >tertiary-
hip fracture, with data available tertiary-amine TCAs) and secondary-amine TCAs (OR=2.2, amine TCAs.

to link with Ontario Drug Benefit 7.7% of controls (1.1% to 95% CI 1.8-2.8) and tertiary-amine
Programme) and 41,195 controls secondary-amines and TCAs (OR=1.5, 95% CI 1.3-1.7).

from the Registered Persons 6.6% to tertiary amines).
Database (Ontario Ministry of Health).

Hubbard, Case-control and case-series SSRIs: 955 (5.8%) of cases; NR Case control: SSRIs and TCAs In case-control
200354 analyses using administrative dataset 892 (3.0%) of controls. associated with increased rates analysis, the highest

1987-1999: 16,341 cases of hip fracture TCA: 2908 (17.8%) of cases, of fracture. For SSRIs, adjusted OR seen for first 14
and 29,889 matched controls 2,544 (11.9%) of controls. OR= 1.42 (95% CI 1.28-1.58); days of the

(UK GPRD). For TCAs, adjusted OR=1.22, prescription for both
95% CI 1.15-1.29. Case-series: SSRIs and TCAs.

TCA associated with marginally 
higher early risk of fracture 

than SSRIs.

Ensrud, Longitudinal analysis of 8,127 women SSRIs: 103 (1.3%) NR Risk for hip fracture was increased Individually,
200322 age ≥65 yrs followed for 4.8 yrs TCAs: 353 (4.3%) for all antidepressant users (SSRI the associations

on average (SOF). Trazodone: 57 (0.7%) and TCA combined, HR=1.65, between medication
Other: 7 (<0.1%). 95% CI 1.05-2.57), after use and hip fracture

adjustment for confounders. reached significance
only for TCAs.

Kinjo, Cross-sectional analysis of 14,646 Antidepressants (either TCA No association NR Data shown only
200555 adults age ≥17 yrs (NHANES III). or SSRI): 154 (1.1%). between for combined

antidepressant (SSRI and TCA)
use and femoral antidepressant

BMD. users. Authors
state that reduced

BMD was not
detected among
either TCA or

SSRI users.

Vestergaard, Case-control analysis of data from Any antidepressant: 14.8% of NR Increased risk of any fracture and Dose-dependent
200664 the Danish National Hospital cases and 9.2% of controls. hip fracture for antidepressant increase in fracture

Discharge Register. 124,655 cases SSRIs: 12% of cases and users. RR for hip fracture=2.02 risk seen for any
and 373,962 controls, ages 0-100 yrs 7.2% of controls. TCA: 3.8% (95% CI 1.85-2.20) for SSRI users fracture with all

(mean age 43 yrs). of cases and 2.4% of controls. at ≥0.75 DDD/day, after antidepressants,
adjustment for covariates. SSRIs and TCAs.

Seen for hip and
spine fracture with

SSRIs.

Richards, Cross-sectional and longitudinal SSRIs: 137 (2.7%) SSRI use associated SSRIs associated with Depressive symptoms 
200756 analyses 5,008 men and women TCA: 162 (3.2%); with 4% lower increased rates of fracture reported in 609

≥age 50 (CaMOS). BMD at the hip, (HR 2.1, 95% CI 1.3-3.4) after (12.2%). SSRIs
NS at the spine adjustment for confounders. associated with
(baseline data, increased odds of
cross-sectional, falling (OR 2.2,

adjusted for 95% CI 1.4-3.5.
confounders).

Diem, Longitudinal analysis of SSRIs: 198 (7.2%) overall, Greater rates of hip NR
200757 2,722 women, mean age 78.5 yrs 65(2%) at baseline and bone loss for SSRI 

followed for 4.9 yrs (SOF) 178 (6.5%) at follow-up. users after adjustment
TCAs: 118 (4.3%) overall, for confounders 
86 (3.2%) at baseline and (0.82% for SSRI 
74 (2.7%) at follow-up. users, 0.47% for TCA

users and 0.47%
for non-users).

Table 2. Population-based analyses of antidepressant medications, BMD and fracture.
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lower BMD at the spine compared to non-users58. These
results were adjusted for depressive symptoms as measured
by the SF-12, an important factor considering that depres-
sion can lead to physiologic and behavioral changes (cortisol
and physical activity) that might also affect bone density. 

Importantly, one cross-sectional population-based study
has used data from women who underwent Structured
Diagnostic Interviews according to DSM-IV-TR for depres-
sion. Including only those who met criteria for lifetime or cur-
rent depression, Williams et al. used data from the Geelong
Osteoporosis Study to conduct an analysis of SSRI use and
BMD. In this population, SSRI use was associated with 5.6%
lower BMD at the femoral neck, with consistent results at the
trochanter and mid-forearm. No differences were detected at
the spine59. While still cross-sectional in nature, this study
contributes substantially to the support for a relationship
between SSRIs and low BMD, independently of depression.

The Study of Osteoporotic Fractures (SOF) is a prospec-
tive cohort study of women that enrolled women beginning in

1986. Women who were using SSRIs at visit 6 had increased
rates of bone loss over an average of 4.9 years. Specifically,
SSRI use was associated with a 0.82% rate of bone loss at the
total hip compared to 0.47% for TCA and 0.47% for non-
users57. Exclusion of women with depression (defined by
GDS score ≥6) did not change these results. Also, the
absence of a detrimental skeletal effect associated with the
use of TCAs while controlling for depression in that study
suggests that SSRIs may have unique effects on the skeleton.

The Canadian Mulitcentre Osteoporosis Study (CaMOS)
is a large cohort study that enrolled both men and women
aged 50 and older, and has reported on SSRI use as it affects
bone health outcomes. This study evaluated SSRI use at two
time points five years apart, and characterized participants
as either users (at baseline), continuous users (both time
points) or non-users (never). SSRI use was associated with a
4.0% lower BMD at the total hip and 2.4% lower BMD at
the lumbar spine56.

Spangler et al. found no association between antidepres-

Study, year Study design, n, population n(%) on medication BMD Fracture Comments

Haney, Cross-sectional analysis of SSRIs: 160 (2.7%). Total hip BMD was NR No significant
200758 5,995 men ages ≥65 yrs (MrOS). TCAs: 99 (1.7%). 3.9% lower and differences in BMD

Trazodone: 52 (0.9%). lumbar spine BMD between trazodone,
was 5.9% lower TCA or non-users.

among users
compared to

non-users after
adjustment for
confounders.

Williams, Cross-sectional analysis of 128 women SSRIs: 26 (20%) BMD was 5.6% NR
200859 with lifetime or current depression TCAs: NR lower at the femoral

(Geelong Osteoporosis Study). neck among SSRI
users compared to

non-users after
adjustment for
confounders.

Spangler, Longitudinal analysis of 93,676 Antidepressants: 7,212 (8%). No association Antidepressants associated with SSRI use was
200840 women ages 50-79 yrs (WHI). SSRIs: 3,534 (4%). between increased risk of any fracture associated with any

BMD analyses done with subset of TCAs: NR. antidepressant use (HR 1.22, 95% CI 1.15-1.30) fracture (OR=1.30,
6,441 women. and 3 yr change in and clinical spine fracture 95% CI 1.20-1.41),

BMD after (HR 1.36, 95% CI 1.14-1.63) wrist fracture
adjustment for but not hip or wrist fracture, (OR=1.29, 95%
confounders. after adjusting for depressive CI 1.07-1.56) and

symptoms and other confounders. fracture at other sites, 
but not hip or clinical
spine fracture. In the

BMD subset, 220
(3%) were on SSRIs

and 1,877 (14%)
had depressive 

symptoms.

Abbreviations: BMD=bone mineral density, CaMOS= Canadian Multicentre Osteoporosis Study, CI=confidence interval, DDD=defined daily dose, GPRD=UK General
Practice Research Database, HR=hazard ratio, MrOS=Osteoporotic Fractures in Men, NHANES=National Health and Nutrition Examination, NR=not reported,
OR=odds ratio, SOF=Study of Osteoporotic Fractures, SSRI=Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, TCA=tricyclic antidepressant, UK=United Kingdom,
WHI=Women's Health Initiative Observational Study.

Table 2, cont.
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sant use and change in 3-year BMD among 93,676 women
ages 50 to 79 years enrolled in the WHI40. This study exclud-
ed women who suffered from serious emotional issues and
mental illness, making it likely that this population had fewer
depressive symptoms than a general population might. Thus,
studies from four of five separate cohorts consistently support
a relationship between SSRI use and lower BMD/change in
BMD both in cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses. 

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and fracture

Several large studies have demonstrated either similar or
increased rates of hip fracture among SSRI users compared
to TCA users22,53,54,56,63-65. Among 8,239 cases of hip fracture
in patients ages 66 years and older, those with exposure to
SSRIs had an adjusted odds ratio for hip fracture of 2.4 com-
pared to controls with no antidepressant exposure (vs. OR of
2.2 for exposure to tertiary-amine TCAs and 1.5 for second-
ary-amine TCAs)53.

In an analysis using data from 1,256 women from SOF fol-
lowed for 4.8 years, women using antidepressant medica-
tions had an increased risk of fracture, after adjustment for
depressive symptoms. Based on point estimates, the risk
appeared increased for both TCAs and SSRIs, however the
association was statistically significant only for TCAs22.

An analysis of determinants of fracture among men using
the MrOS cohort also found that SSRI use contributed to
fracture risk65. The CaMOS study demonstrated a higher risk
of incident fragility fractures among SSRI users compared to
non-users (HR 2.0, 95% CI 1.3-3.1)56. The WHI analysis has
also demonstrated an association between SSRI use and any
fracture, clinical spine fracture, and wrist fracture, but no
association with hip fracture40.

Other database studies have also supported an association
between SSRIs and fracture. A case-control study using
national pharmacy and hospital discharge data from
Denmark showed that SSRIs and TCAs had increased frac-
ture risk compared to other antidepressants (RR of any frac-
ture 1.27 for TCA, 95% CI 1.13-1.42; RR 1.40 for SSRI, 95%
CI 1.35-1.46; RR for other antidepressants 1.09; 95% CI
1.01-1.18)64. An analysis of the United Kingdom General
Practice Research Database demonstrated increased rates of
hip fracture for those using TCAs (OR 4.76, 95% CI 3.06,
7.41) and SSRIs (OR 6.30, 95% CI 2.65, 14.97)54.

Administrative database studies have limited ability to
adjust for certain unmeasured confounders such as cognitive
and physical impairment and other risk factors for fracture.
This can lead to overestimation of risk and can make it diffi-
cult to draw conclusions about complex pathways like those
linking SSRIs, BMD, and fracture risk. One additional study
modeled the association between SSRI use and hip fractures
with U.S. Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey data, using
estimates of adjustment for risk factors from survey data.
After adjusting for confounders that included cognitive and
physical impairment, and impairment in activities of daily

living (ADLs), there remained a significantly higher risk for
hip fracture with SSRI use63. This group also used their
method to adjust results from other published studies evalu-
ating SSRI use and fracture risk. They determined that even
after adjustment for these unmeasured confounders, a sig-
nificant association remained63.

Causation and limitations of current literature

Epidemiologic associations favor a causal relationship
when results are biologically plausible, consistent, strong, and
when the outcome increases with dose66. In the case of 5-HT
and bone, biological plausibility is established by preclinical
studies7. The 5-HTT has been demonstrated in human osteo-
clasts, osteoblasts and osteocytes67-69. Osteoblasts, osteocystes
and osteoclasts express mRNA for tryptophan hydroxylase,
the rate limiting step of 5-HT synthesis70, 71. Mice with genet-
ic disruption of the 5-HTT have a consistent skeletal pheno-
type of reduced mass, altered architecture, and inferior
mechanical properties, whereas bone mineral accrual was
impaired in growing mice treated with an SSRI72. Coinciding
with these studies, three different cohort studies of older men
and women have shown that SSRIs users have lower
BMD56,58, increased bone loss at the hip57, and greater risk of
fracture57. There has not yet been a definitive demonstration
of a dose response. The CaMOS study of fractures attempt-
ed to evaluate dose and did find a correlation between
increasing SSRI dose reported at baseline, and increased risk
of both falls and fractures56.

Establishing a causal relationship also requires that the
potential for erroneous conclusions due to chance, bias, and
confounding are minimized. Confounding by indication con-
tinues to be a limitation of studies investigating SSRIs’
effects on bone health, because depression itself has been
associated with lower BMD. Most population-based studies
have relied on measures of depressive symptoms rather than
actual diagnoses of depression made with diagnostic inter-
views. Likewise, in these studies, there may be unmeasured
or imperfectly assessed variables (e.g., cortisol, physical
activity, age of menopause in women). Antidepressants have
been associated with falls60,73,74, but so has depression15.
However, the otherwise favorable side effect profile of
SSRIs compared to TCAs in terms of drug-drug interactions
and their low risk in overdoses may contribute to preferen-
tial prescribing of SSRIs among older, frailer individuals
who may be at increased risk for falls. These issues of meas-
urement error and potential preferential prescribing further
complicate the evaluation of a relationship between SSRIs
and fractures22.

Conclusion

In summary, there is mounting evidence to suggest that
serotonergic pathways may play an important role in bone.
Depression and antidepressant medications may both influ-
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ence bone health, either through 5-HT signaling or through
some other mechanism. Indeed, there are emerging theories
that relate depression, antidepressant therapy and bone out-
comes through other physiologic (cytokine, cortisol) or
behavioral mechanisms. However, SSRIs are unique among
the classes of antidepressants because they potently and
selectively inhibit the 5-HTT. Therefore, the 5-HTT pro-
vides a potential explanation for differences in bone out-
comes seen between SSRI users and users of TCAs or other
psychotropic medications61. It also suggests that relation-
ships between bone outcomes and other CNS-active medica-
tions may be mediated by an alternative pathway (e.g., falls,
physical inactivity, low sunlight exposure and subsequent
vitamin D insufficiency, other hypothalamic dysfunction).

Whether the role of 5-HT in bone is demonstrated
through depression or SSRIs or both remains unclear.
Studies evaluating the association between depression and
BMD are too mixed in their results to be definitive. Studies
of SSRIs are more consistent, but have been limited by
inability to completely adjust for confounding by the indica-
tion for treatment (depression). Providers treating patients
requiring SSRIs who are also at risk for bone loss and frac-
ture will need to use clinical judgment based on current
knowledge about these potential risks for bone health and
the benefits of SSRIs relative to non-pharmacologic treat-
ment modalities, such as cognitive behavioral therapy, for
treatment of depression. SSRI users may warrant special
attention to promotion of bone health (calcium and vitamin
D supplementation, exercise) and fall prevention. To aid cli-
nicians in making these decisions, prospective studies evalu-
ating bone loss and fractures for people taking SSRIs will be
important. Likewise, it will be useful to have evaluations of
the relationships between depression, bone loss and fracture
in populations that have been rigorously assessed for depres-
sion. Description of the precise biochemical pathway for 5-
HT action and down-stream signaling within bone cells may
provide therapeutic insights for both osteoporosis and
depression. Such studies should contribute to an under-
standing of why SSRIs may have a different effect on bone
density and fractures than other antidepressants, and of the
role of 5-HT and the 5-HTT in bone cells.
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